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its potential destiny. Numerous period newspaper articles, photographs,
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making this a special work of American history.
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The following is excerpted material from
Wings of Opportunity
by Julie Hedgepeth Williams (NewSouth Books 2010).
This title is available from your favorite local or online
bookseller or directly from NewSouth Books:
www.newsouthbooks.com/wingsofopportunity.
To learn more about NewSouth Books and our
published books, see www.newsouthbooks.com.
Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.

Praise for Wings of Opportunity
“For a short time in 1910, Montgomery, Alabama, became the center
of the world’s fledgling aviation industry. Civic leaders, hoping to
improve the city’s and the South’s public image, lured Orville and
Wilbur Wright to set up America’s first civilian school to train pilots.
In Wings of Opportunity, Julie Williams vividly recreates the complex
tale of civic pride, two aviation pioneers who had little interest in
public image, local journalists who didn’t know what to make of them,
and the fascination of ordinary citizens with the amazing invention
of flight. An accomplished historian, Dr. Williams shows with this
account that she is also a masterful storyteller.” — David Sloan,
professor of journalism, University of Alabama
“The Wright Brothers’ Montgomery, Alabama, flight school was
opened in 1910, and their aircraft was powered by a thirty-five horse
power engine. The flying machine was both crude and flimsy, but it
did fly. As Williams points out, airplanes were hot items in everyone’s
imaginations during this moment in American history, and this new
school stirred the imaginations of the hard working folk in Montgomery. Today, as we fly in comfort across our country, we should pause
and remember how it all started. We owe special thanks to the Wright
Brothers and also to Julie Williams for this well researched and most
enjoyable book.” — Bill Barnes, World War II Pilot and Historian
“A remarkable book. I absolutely could not put it down. Williams has
made an invaluable contribution to documenting aviation history in
Alabama.” — Billy Singleton, chairman of the Alabama Aviation
Hall of Fame and vice president of the Wright Brothers Maxwell Field
Museum Project
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Runway to the Future, 

F

or forward-thinking young men in Montgomery, Alabama, the arrival
of Wilbur Wright in February of 1910 was an answer to prayer.
The Confederacy had crumbled nearly a half-century earlier,
and some courageous young Montgomerians were suggesting that maybe
it was time to move on. This proved somewhat unpopular, as there were
many Confederate veterans still around who honored their role in defeat
with ongoing pride.16 The Ladies’ Memorial Association in Montgomery
had recently completed a monument to Confederate soldiers who had
given their lives in the war for Southern independence; the cornerstone
of the handsome structure had been placed by none other than Jeﬀerson
Davis.17 The Daughters of the Confederacy were planning a convention to
be held in Montgomery later in 1910.18 The State Capitol was something
of a shrine to Jeﬀerson Davis, and his “White House” was located not far
away.19 It was hard to forget the past in a city that so revered the War Between the States.
Those who clung to the past were seeking to overcome humiliation via
sectional pride, but for some of the younger set, it seemed the old-timers
were celebrating humiliation—and that would not bring redemption. The
future was indeed here; a new century was already a decade old, and it was
time Montgomery and the entire South rose from the ashes of the dead
system of slavery. The world was changing, and ambitious men in Montgomery saw the South as a potential leader in that change—if only their
fellow Southerners would embrace the future.
Despite the dead weight of the Civil War, Montgomery had a head start
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in progressive leadership. In 1886 it had become the ﬁrst city in the entire
nation—maybe even in the entire world—with an electric trolley system.
The public transport system whisked citizens around town in cars powered by
an electric motor attached to wires overhead. The innovative electrical grid,
installed by Belgian-born Charles Van de Poele, brought a big improvement
over the mule-drawn trolleys of yesteryear. The electric cars sped along at
an amazing six miles per hour, causing residents to nickname the system
“The Lightning Route.”20 Eventually, bigger cities all over the globe would
emulate Montgomery’s electric streetcars.
Montgomery was rightfully proud of its electriﬁcation system and aware
of its place in the world on that score. In fact, the city promoted itself as
“The Electric City of Alabama.” A star pupil at Montgomery’s Barnes School,
Roger Alston Jones, explained in an oratory contest in 1910 that the big
electric jolt to the city came from Tallassee Falls, thirty miles away. A local
company had dammed the Tallapoosa River and from turbines there supplied

The future looked away from the Confederacy. “The Lightning Route”
electric trolley system, arguably the ﬁrst such system in the nation, was
installed in Montgomery in 1885 and inaugurated in 1886. The photo
above is at Court Square in the town center.

The Upper Tallassee Falls power plant was the ﬁrst hydroelectric plant
in the state and featured one of the ﬁrst long-distance transmission
lines in the nation. No wonder Roger Alston Jones was impressed. The
plant is shown here after heavy ﬂood damage.

Montgomery with its dazzling electrical energy. Would-be power companies
battled one another to become suppliers to the city, “and on account of the
resulting competition Montgomery provides the cheapest light services of
any city in the United States,” young Jones remarked proudly.21
Other changes were also taking place, setting Montgomery on the path
away from the Confederacy and on the electriﬁed road to progress. In 1906,
Montgomery’s population had been 60,271, and by the dawn of 1910,
the number had grown to 78,000. Of those, 5,000 were children enrolled
in schools in the city. Roger Jones, the young orator, boasted that the city
had some ninety factories and that the population was growing at about
10 percent per year, no small achievement. Ambitious citizens had coined
a sort of citywide cheer, “100,000 in 1910,” seeking even more population
growth. Though that target hadn’t been hit, to young Jones it was the happy
challenge issued by society to his classmates, who, he said, “are the ones who
will be Presidents and General Managers of large corporations, in place of
our fathers, uncles and older friends. Montgomery is ripe with opportunities,
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therefore, all we boys have to do is to avail ourselves of them.”22
One big advantage for Montgomery was its overall transportation infrastructure. There was that electric trolley system, and also the Alabama
River, winding its way toward Mobile Bay, featuring new warehouses and
a modern wharf at Montgomery. Dredges scraped the channel deeper and
deeper for ever-bigger ships. Eight railroad lines snaked through Montgomery, reaching out to points all over North America. Montgomery County
itself sported 175 miles of high-quality roads. All of these transport methods
helped export Montgomery County’s signature crop, cotton, which totaled
50,000 bales a season, as well as secondary crops of corn and timber.23
Perhaps the modern electriﬁcation had sparked it, but lately Montgomery
had been sprucing up its appearance as well. Unsightly buildings on the city
square had been replaced by a twelve-story First National Bank building
and a new seven-story Exchange Hotel, which had the added attraction of
being ﬁreproof. Another twelve-story building, the Bell oﬃce building, was
brand new, and a $250,000 wing was being added to the Capitol at the top
of Dexter Avenue.24
These modern achievements notwithstanding, business leaders of Montgomery understood clearly that the city, state, and region had an image
problem. Unlike the fresh-faced Roger Alston Jones, they knew perfectly well
that the non-Southern public in general thought of Alabama as the cradle of
the Confederacy, a hotbed of outdated thinking. The whole South was still
under a cloak of suspicion from the Civil War, and the more the pity, as the
region had ﬁne weather and cheap electriﬁcation and good transportation
and other positives in its favor, making it ripe for business ventures. Given
the right public relations spin, the South could pull itself out of its negative
image and join the progressive people of the world, taking its rightful place
as a forward-thinking, forward-moving place for enterprise.
To that end, the Montgomery Advertiser newspaper was doing its best to
tie Montgomery into a Louisiana publicity campaign to paint the South
in a favorable light. In New Orleans’ Mardi Gras celebration of 1910, an
organization called the Progressive Union was actually bringing in ﬂying
machines to illustrate that the South was the land of the future. An Ohio
aviator named McGill was to ﬂy both a dirigible and an airplane over the
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admiring crowds at Mardi Gras. McGill’s ﬂights were to be the ﬁrst by any
type of aircraft in the South—at least, that’s what the Progressive Union said,
conveniently forgetting that Kitty Hawk itself was in a Southern state. But
there had no doubt been few, if any, aviation exhibitions in the South. The
Progressive Union also gave away free round-trip train tickets from various
Southern cities to Mardi Gras. The organization bragged that Northerners
were blizzard-weary and were discovering balmy winters in the South, and
even though the free tickets did not reach above the Mason-Dixon line, the
Progressive Union expected many Northern visitors to Mardi Gras.25
Certainly, those would-be Northern visitors to the Deep South needed
desperately to understand the region. The South of 1910 suﬀered from a
severe inferiority complex, and no wonder. Misconceptions about the area
were deep and diﬃcult to shake. An article in Boston’s Journal of Education,
for example, described horridly deﬁcient education in Alabama, including
windowless schools whose only light and air came from an open door. Boys
sat on one side of the room and girls on the other, with rough-hewn logs
for desks. The poorly paid teacher described in the Journal dressed raggedly
and lived on a pathetic boarding plan, where she was fed “fried eggs that
fairly swim out of the bowl in the fat they are cooked in.” The article simply
was not true, as various Alabamians protested,26 but it reﬂected the image
outsiders had of the state. In contrast, the Advertiser’s agricultural writer,
Gordon McKinley, rather hopefully compared the Montgomery farming
community to the Garden of Eden, suggesting that the three feet of rich
loam in the area must surely have been put there by God as part of the
familiar story in Genesis. The middle part of Alabama was known as “The
Black Belt,” named for this rich, black soil, but, as McKinley grumbled,
most people outside of the state assumed that the nickname meant the area
was heavily populated by Negroes. He lamented that no one knew about
the glorious agricultural texture of the area.27 In fact, McKinley pretty much
spelled out his opinion that Alabamians seemed to think of themselves as
lesser beings. He commented that a project to grow kudzu to feed livestock
was part of “the ﬁght to awaken the State to a knowledge of its tremendous
strength.”28
A few halting gains were being made in building up Montgomery’s and
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the South’s depressed self-image. Montgomery Mayor Gaston Gunter was
working on “a general ‘city beautiful’ scheme,” the Advertiser reported. The
scheme included clearing away blighted areas on the river bank, putting ﬁne
gates on the city cemetery, and widening some key streets.29 In Congress,
Alabama was ﬁghting for the U.S. War Department to loan Confederate
veterans ﬁve hundred tents and half as many saddles for a reunion to be
held that April in Mobile. In another manifestation of Southern feelings of
inferiority, however, there was quite a bit of jealousy that Union veterans
had had many equipment loans for their reunions, but old Confederate
soldiers had received no such consideration until now.30
Even more important than city beautiﬁcation and a recognition of Confederate veterans, Montgomery was in line for a possible Army post. Again,
jealousy marred this exciting development. There were lots of major Army
posts in the East and in the central states, but there were no major posts in
the South, a fact that illustrated Southern victimhood to many people. A
military expert told the Advertiser that usually the Army decided to locate
posts where citizens were mobilized to court the military—businesses, civic
groups, and residents had to band together to furnish whatever the War
Department needed. Citing an Army base’s “commercial and developmental
signiﬁcance” to Montgomery, the Advertiser pronounced the quest for the
post a “movement, perhaps, as important as any that has been launched in
Montgomery in recent years.” Montgomerians earnestly felt that the imminent opening of the Panama Canal would of necessity shift U.S. Army
interests from Washington, D.C., southward, and Alabama wanted a piece
of the action by getting that Army post.31 Thus, local businessmen would
have to pool their assets and good favors to turn the Army’s head. Eventually those same Montgomery businessmen would have to band together in
a similar way to lure the Wright brothers, so their preparations to woo the
Army would turn out to be quite useful.
It was a hopeful time for a better future in 1910, especially with the
Progressive Union in New Orleans trumpeting the good times just ahead
for the South. M. B. Trezevant of the Union predicted:
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The year of 1910 should witness the beginning of a movement
southward, of the same character which, a few years ago, built up
the great West to its present commanding position in agricultural
and ﬁnancial strength, and probably will result in turning the tide of
American emigration to Canada toward our own country, where the
genuine American has everything in his favor.32

Trezevant was conﬁdent that the signs of a population surge toward the
South were already there. Newspapers and magazines were suddenly writing
about the South, issuing special numbers about the region. Collier’s Weekly
was, like Trezevant, predicting that the South would be the next West. Upon
hearing of Collier’s upcoming issue on the South, Trezevant hurriedly wrote
to the magazine to help cure false reports about the region. He vehemently
denied the widespread belief that a warm climate was unhealthy. He also
touted the largely unrecognized economic beneﬁts of the South, which
featured new prosperity and a welcoming attitude.33 And, Trezevant might
have added, the South was awaiting newcomers with modern thinking.
The aircraft were coming to New Orleans, for example, and what could be
more modern than aircraft?
Indeed, the readers of the Montgomery Advertiser were fascinated with the
futuristic ﬁeld of aviation, just then coming into the focus of public attention. The ﬁrst United States air meet was held that January in Los Angeles.
The Wright brothers did not ﬂy in it, but other pilots were there, ﬂying
various types of airplanes and aircraft.34 Roy Knabenshue ﬂew a dirigible.35
The French airplane pilot Louis Paulhan set a new record for height aloft36
and was lauded for defying gravity.37 Readers followed the meet and the
aviators’ exploits with rapt attention.
Airplanes and airships were hot items in everyone’s imagination as the
South pondered its step into the future. The Montgomery Advertiser was
excited about both aviation and the publicity campaign of the Progressive
Union and wound up linking the two. On February 2, 1910, Advertiser
editorial cartoonist Gilbert Edge depicted the publicity campaign in the
most radically modern way possible: He drew an airplane ﬂoating over the
South, shining a spotlight down onto Alabama, with Montgomery itself
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Montgomery Advertiser cartoonist Gilbert Edge suggested that
Montgomery needed to turn on some positive publicity. Although it
was unthinkable at the time that an airplane would ﬂy in the night
sky over Montgomery, Edge drew one there. The unairworthy craft
featured wavy, drooping wings.
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prominently lit—in fact, it was the only city he bothered to label. The stars
in the night sky spelled out “the south. The Young Man’s Opportunity.”
Ironically, he cut New Orleans and Louisiana neatly out of the picture.38 The
Progressive Union would take care of that part of the South. Edge was urging
Montgomery to step up to the challenge with its own positive publicity, the
kind that would be needed to attract the would-be Army post.
In keeping with the popular concept of aviation as the leap into the
future, Edge used the airplane only symbolically to illustrate Montgomery’s
part in the pro-South publicity campaign. The Progressive Union’s campaign did involve the airships ﬂying as entertainment at Mardi Gras, but
certainly the Advertiser’s own version of the publicity campaign, as touted
in the cartoon, would not really feature airplanes. No one in Montgomery
expected to see an airplane any time soon, unless he or she got the free train
tickets to Mardi Gras. Nevertheless, airplanes were the symbol of forward
thinking, so Edge drew the map of the future-minded Southeast, with
as accurate a biplane as he could muster, shining the beacon of publicity
down on Montgomery. The airplane, labeled “Publicity,” was badly drawn,
featuring what appeared to be rather unbalanced and excessively drooping
wings. Edge had never seen a real airplane.
It was not surprising that Edge and others understood so little about the
airplane in 1910. One reason was that there was lots of experimentation
with other forms of ﬂight that at the time seemed to hold possibilities. Pilots
ﬂew balloons, dirigibles, and winged contraptions resembling hang gliders,
but all lacked reliable systems of control. The pilot could not take the craft
speciﬁcally where he wanted to go. Wilbur Wright had solved the control
problem when, in a moment of inspiration, he had come up with wingwarping, or twisting the cloth-covered wings of his airplane via a system of
wires. This twist of the wings gave the pilot control that had been unknown
in other types of aircraft, allowing him to bank and maneuver with grace and
with precision. The Wright brothers patented the wing-warping process.39
Wing-warping evolved into ailerons—those ﬂaps that raise and lower on
airplane wings—and ailerons are still controlling airplanes.
At the start of their career in the sky, the brothers had discussed their
work before other scientists and allowed would-be ﬂyers to view their
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experiments. Once wing-warping was found to be the key element in the
control of the airplane, others who were working on the concept of powered
ﬂight immediately tried to imitate it. The Wrights responded by clamming
up and keeping their machine under wraps until their pending patents on
wing-warping and other facets of their airplane were granted. Without
much regard to the frustrations of a fascinated public, the brothers ignored
inquiries from disappointed reporters and the curious as they went about
improving the airplane and trying to sell it privately to various governments.
Their patent-related secrecy did not sit well with the press or the public.
After all, it had been widely told that Samuel Pierpont Langley, the secretary
of the Smithsonian Institution and a rival of the Wrights in developing
the airplane, would not claim a patent on the airplane when he invented
it. As one 1899 report had put it, “There will be no patents. There will be
no barriers to the genius of the world preventing investigation and further
improvement. This much Professor Langley has promised.”40 Of course,
the Wrights eventually beat him to the inventing punch, with Langley’s
“Great Aerodrome” airplane crashing dramatically into the Potomac River
in Washington, D.C., a few days before the Wrights’ successful ﬁrst ﬂight
at Kitty Hawk in 1903.41 It would have been tacky of Langley to obtain a
patent on the Great Aerodrome, even if it had worked, since he had used
thousands of dollars in public money to build the doomed airplane.42 Given
Langley’s well-publicized failures and many stories of other failed ﬂying
machines, the Wright brothers’ secrecy didn’t improve people’s concepts
about aviation in general. Many thought the Wright brothers’ claims of
ﬂight were just so much bluster.43
Scientiﬁc American, for one, was peeved by the Wrights’ cloak and dagger
attitude. In May 1908, the magazine published a drawing of the Wright
Flyer in the air. Accompanying it was the following complaint:
Upon the return of the newspaper correspondents and photographers from North Carolina [where the Wrights were experimenting],
considerably more information was obtainable regarding the recent
ﬂights made by the Wright brothers in testing their aeroplane than
has hitherto been available. Unfortunately, not one of these men is a
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qualiﬁed technical observer, for which reason we are little better oﬀ
for details than we were before.44

The magazine also ran two very distant photos of the Wright airplane in
ﬂight, grousing that the images were quite small, “but their greatest value
lies in dispelling all doubt as to the ability of the Wright machine to ﬂy
and to make good its designers’ claims.”45 Clearly Scientiﬁc American had
been skeptical at best, and it was none too happy with the Wrights’ lack of
concern for their press relations. Meanwhile, Scientiﬁc American was much
happier with ﬂyer Glenn Curtiss, another Wright competitor. The magazine
reported on Curtiss’s ﬁrst ﬂight of May 22, 1908, in the Aerial Experiment
Association’s “White Wing” airplane, which the publication was allowed
to photograph and describe.46
After the Wrights’ patents on the airplane were granted, all would-be
airplane builders were forced to redesign their aircraft radically to avoid
Wright innovations. If ﬂyers couldn’t ﬁgure out a redesign, they had to obtain
licenses from the Wrights or ply their trade in Europe, where American patent
ﬁghts did not cause much worry. Either pilots took one of those options,
or they faced a lawsuit from the Wrights. Orville wrote to Curtiss, “I learn
from the Scientiﬁc American that your June Bug has movable surfaces at the
tips of the wings, adjustable to diﬀerent angles on the right and left side
for lateral balance”—in other words, wing-warping. Here Orville referred
Curtiss to the Wrights’ U.S. Patent No. 831,393 and noted they had not
given Curtiss nor his entourage “permission to use the patented features of
our machine for exhibitions or in a commercial way.” Orville made note, in
the letter, of the basic truth that so grated with much of the public and press
who wondered how one pair of brothers could get away with controlling
all airplanes via one patent: “We believe it will be very diﬃcult to develop a
successful [ﬂying] machine without the use of some of the features covered
in this patent. If it is your desire to enter the exhibition business, we would
be glad to take up the matter of a license to operate under our patents for
that purpose.”47 Likewise, Louis Paulhan, the Frenchman who had starred
in the Los Angeles air meet, discovered his airplane had been impounded
because it infringed on Wright patents. Wilbur suggested Paulhan could
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get his airplane back by removing its vertical rudder, thus avoiding the patent conﬂict. Paulhan wisely refused to do so and simply quit ﬂying in the
United States for a while.48
The Wrights at ﬁrst granted licenses to other ﬂyers on an airplane-byairplane basis. As time evolved, the inventors would license all airplanes
in entire air shows, the licensing fee covering patent infringements.49 But
in early 1910, shortly after the Los Angeles meet ended, no one else was
licensed, and non-Wright airplanes were all legally grounded in the United
States. One of the darlings of the Los Angeles air meet, Curtiss, left the
meet and headed straight to court to answer a charge of having violated
Wright patents.50 Aviator McGill at Mardi Gras claimed his airplane was
an “improvement” over Wright Flyers51—that is, it was diﬀerent enough
to avoid patent infringement cases. No doubt, however, it actually used the
Wrights’ patented technology.
In early 1910, the only two airplanes in the United States legally operating were Wright airplanes ﬂying in San Antonio, Texas, and Montgomery,
Alabama.52 Indeed, due to their long history of secrecy, the Wright brothers’
battles against people who had violated their patents were far more widely
known and understood than their airplane was.
At long last, in August 1908, Scientiﬁc American caught a great photo of
Wilbur in ﬂight at LeMans, France, after the Wright brothers came out of
their cloistered existence to proclaim the perfection of ﬂight to the world.
At last the magazine was won over—if not a little miﬀed about not being
given the story from the start. “We are glad to be able to present to our readers, in this issue, the ﬁrst actual detail photographs of this world-renowned
aeroplane which the Wright brothers have heretofore kept closely veiled from
public view,” the magazine said. “The Wright machine has demonstrated
that it can ﬂy in a wind as great as twenty miles an hour, while none of the
other aeroplanes [designed by competitors of the Wrights] have ever ﬂown
in a wind of half this velocity. In this one point alone it is far superior to
all other aeroplanes.”53
Such interest by the scientiﬁc community fueled a frenzy of public
interest in aviation, now often being reported by the Associated Press and
ﬁnding its way into the popular imagination. Aviation was on everyone’s
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mind, and since the notions of aviation were so very vague, almost anything passed as legitimate. Man was no longer earthbound. The sky was
no longer the limit.
The reportorial department of the Montgomery Advertiser was swept up in
aviation mania as well. In February 1910, an Advertiser reporter spoke with
a Birmingham huckster, who fooled the writer into thinking he had built
and been secretly ﬂying an airplane around the north Alabama city at night.
“His description of the sensations he suﬀered during his ﬁrst ﬂight seem so
real, and what one would imagine they would be, that really there is little
room to doubt him,” the unnamed reporter said, justifying the story. “The
inventor is a simple mechanic, not illiterate, but a man who hardly would
be one to invent the sort of story he told from the imagination.”54
However, the simple mechanic spun quite a yarn. He claimed that he
was adapting Wright airplane designs in his own garage and that he was also
constructing a passenger car for his airplane—a new idea in aviation. At the
time, the pilot and one passenger sat on open seats mid-wing. The newfangled
car being touted by the Birmingham inventor was constructed of ﬁne French
airplane cloth, coated with rubber. The car would carry four people, and its
inventor assured the reporter that it would soon be photographed in ﬂight
to prove that he had invented a true passenger airplane.55
The pilot in the story, depicted as a self-taught mechanical genius (not
unlike the popular—and accurate—image of the Wright brothers), had
run into a very big snag at ﬁrst. As he attempted his ﬁrst ﬂight, he became
hideously airsick. His friends and witnesses “to their utter surprise found
him [after the ﬂight] lying ﬂat on his back, bathed in perspiration and pale
as death. He had come down just in time, for nausea had seized him and
he was as limp as a rag, ‘caring not whether he lived or died.’” The aviator
had recovered enough, however, to be planning to begin ﬂying passengers
between Alabama and Washington, D.C., starting in a couple of months.56
Such a huge distance of some 740 miles had never been tried by airplane
before—200 miles was considered unthinkably far out of range.57 Nevertheless, the man calculated that the trip to Washington could be completed
in thirty hours with four people in the airplane. “I’m going to do it long
before the present session of Congress adjourns, informing the members
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of the august body of the time of my arrival by the wire so they may be on
the lookout for me,” he said. So far only a few friends knew the inventor’s
identity and could swear to the reporter that he was telling the truth—
never mind that he had supposedly ﬂown over the Birmingham suburb of
Woodlawn in ﬂights of more than an hour, and the pilot claimed that the
residents there had seen him.58
Not surprisingly, no such pilot, airplane, or ﬂights have ever come to
light. But the reporter swallowed the whole story—and well he might, as
E. T. Odum had constructed an airplane that he displayed at the state fair-

Advertiser cartoonist Gilbert Edge used airplanes to depict the
gubernatorial race.
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grounds in Birmingham a year earlier.59 According to Odum, it was the only
airplane that had been built in Birmingham. “I feel that I am on the right
track and the only trouble now is to get a suﬃciently powerful engine,” he
said, adding that he had actually gotten two wheels oﬀ the ground in one
attempted ﬂight.60 The reporter may also have heard of Mobile resident
John Fowler’s unsuccessful huge-winged ﬂying machine, constructed shortly
after the ﬁrst burst of aviation mania after the Wrights ﬂew in 1903.61 The
Advertiser’s writer might even have known of Dr. Lewis Archer Boswell,
who supposedly had invented and ﬂown an airplane on his plantation in
Eastaboga, Alabama, in 1894. Dr. Boswell had died in 1909, and if the unlikely claim was true, his secret died with him.62 The lack of success of these
home-built aircraft made reports of working aircraft all the more exciting.
The link of aviation and the future was powerful in the public psyche.
The airplane was the symbol of progress. During the state’s gubernatorial
campaign, Advertiser cartoonist Edge portrayed ﬁve candidates ﬂying about
in Wright-style biplanes as they jockeyed for leadership. Unfortunately, the
wings, as Edge drew them, were noticeably too short to support an airplane.
While Edge may not have known how to draw a realistic airplane, he did
have a sense of humor, suggesting in a pun in the cartoon that the outcome
of the election was “up in the air.”63 While gubernatorial candidates debated
the future, ordinary people in 1910 were struggling under staggering food
costs and a rising cost of living. In a cartoon aptly entitled “Soaring,” Edge
portrayed the “Food Trust” as a grossly obese man ﬂying a biplane. “I enjoy
this immensely,” the fat man said through his cigar, as he passed a falling hot
air balloon sporting an empty food basket. Edge was knowledgeable enough
of airplanes to realize that they were replacing balloons as the preferred air
transport, but he had drawn no elevators or rudders to guide the Food Trust
biplane, which featured wings that curved up in an unairworthy arc. Had
the heavy pilot’s airplane actually been able to get oﬀ the ground, it would
have broken its propeller on landing, as the propeller was slung far below
the undercarriage in Edge’s unwittingly ﬂawed drawing.64
Stretching aviation mania to its furthest imaginable point, W. Stewart
Duncan wrote a long, sober feature in the Advertiser about the possibility
of life on Mars. The feature quoted eminent scientists and took as a solid
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Gilbert Edge’s airplane-themed cartoon decrying the soaring cost of
food.
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fact that the strange lines visible on the Martian surface were canals built
by intelligent beings. Scientists were sure the Martians were melting their
polar ice caps to cultivate vegetation, which experts said was clearly discernable. Some Earthlings were disappointed, however, that evolutionary logic
precluded humans from being on Mars, there being no seas from which the
evolution of the backbone could arise. Consequently, it seemed likely that the
intelligent beings on Mars were antlike, with exoskeletons, Duncan said.65
The inquiry into Martian life forms did not speciﬁcally mention aviation,
and certainly men had long dreamed to know more of Mars. But the birth
of aviation no doubt boosted discussion of fellow beings in space. Now that
man was not entirely earthbound, the possibilities were dazzling!
Thus, Edge’s choice of an airplane to depict the buoyant hope of the
Montgomery and all-South publicity campaign was a good one. As the
misdrawn airplane bobbed in the cartoon’s night sky, casting a beam of light
to the state below, neither Edge nor the Advertiser’s readers realized that the
picture was extraordinarily prophetic. Quite unexpectedly, Montgomery
was about to become the center of aviation in the United States. Publicity
would come to Montgomery via the Wright brothers, and the world’s foremost scientists would admire the city’s electric streetcars and train system,
which would bring thousands to see the local airplane in ﬂight. Before the
Wrights’ students left town, indeed, the nation’s ﬁrst true night ﬂights would
be accomplished over the outskirts of Montgomery.
But in February of 1910, as Edge penned his cartoon biplanes, these
twists of fortune were as yet unknown, and for that matter, Edge and his
readers thought his depictions of airplanes were right on the money.

